
The advertising agency of HUL has played on

bad breath scare and targeted a tyPical college student

who would be motivaled by what brushing did to his

social acceptance. It was hoped that once Close-up

entered homes older/elder consumers would also start

using it and discard Colgate to counter colgati famed

suaksha chakra, Close-up released advertisements

asking consumer to do "hahhah" t€st to check freshness

of breath. The focus was on communicating the key

benefit, 'fighting bad breath'.

The intimacy between couples, portrayed in

close-up cornmercials was seen as disturbing the Indian

mothers sensibilities and hence the ads focused on

the gregarious couples, as this group-oriented closeness

was seen ro be more acceptable to mothers, who are

actual buye.s of household toiletories. Both Colgate

and HUL introduced lin€ extensions of rhis brand,

improved packaging and did aggessive promotions-

Close-up has beer stron8 in the South. lt has been

quite weak in the East.

(a) Analyse the case. 7

(b) To make the Close-up successful across India

which sales promotion planniflg steps would be

more effective and why ? 7
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SECTION_A

1. (a) Dscuss rhe concept of sales prombtion in Modem

Marketing. Explain various types of sales
plomotion rools aod techniques. 14

OR

(b) "Money spent on Sales Promotion is a waste."

Promotion adversely affect brand equity. Discuss.

t4

SECTTON-B

2. (a) Explain the concept ofcorsumer's price perception

with suitable example. 'l

(b) A consumer wants to p\rrchase washing machine

for a fanily having four members. Describe the

various stages of the buying process a consumer

is likely to pass through 2 7

OR
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(c)

(d)

3. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

4. (a)

What is motivation and how could it impact
consurner behaviour ? 7

"OLA Cabs" wants to target the daily scheduled

time office employees to increase its revenue.

Which sales promotion strategy you will suggesr

for'OLA Cabs'. 'l

SECTION.{

What impact can sales promotion have on the

sales of a newly launch€d ploduct as compared

to a product which has been selling for long time
? Discuss.

A new brand of "Aatta" plans to offer a l0 o/o

discount on pwchas! of l0 kg pack. Do you feel

such a scheme promote consumption iD

familics ? Why ? 7

OR

How can sa-les promotion be used to meet seasonal

fluctuations in salcs ? Explain. 7

A popular brand of lce cream plans to offer a I
for I free schemes duri.Bg December to promote

sales in the off seasons. Evaluate the plan- 7

Coupons can be used to accomplish many
plomotional objectives. Discuss. 7

(b) The sunmer is arriving soon and henee the season

is changing for some companies also. The sales

promotion shall be put to use io many vigorous

ways for the off season products. Suggest the

sales promotion stralegies for off seasors products

like:

(1) Raircoat

(2) Blankets

(3) Leather shoes. '1

OR

(c) What are 'trade deals ?' Describe is advantages

and limitations. 7

(d) Discuss the factors to & taken into consideration

while designitrg the strategies for sales prcmotion

for electronic goods Iike Television set. 1

SECTION_D

Sinc€ its intoduction in Indian Market, Clos€-up has

been the closest challenger to Colgate which is the

top brard in this caregory. According to Hindustan

Unilever Ltd, the marketers of Clos€-up the t)?ical

consumer had no objection about not keeping germs

during the night but rather card more about fresh

breath in the moming.
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